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Several experimental workflows in Elsevier

23.11.2022

1. Author submits article to any journal, with code linked or attached
2. Author submits to dedicated software journal (e.g. CPC, SoftwareX)

3. For select titles: Author is asked to submit to Code Ocean to support 
peer-review and reproducibility (approx 30% uptake when asked)

2a:  CPC supports code in Mendeley Data - CPC Program Library
2b: SoftwareX supports code on GitHub repository and Software Heritage

In all events, authors may have posted (versions of) their programs already 
on Zenodo, GitHub, figshare, arXiv etc. 

All of these can be cited! And we are not consistent.



Computer Physics Communications – Code Library
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https://data.mendeley.com/journal/00104655

• Editorial office ensures code is stored on Mendeley Data in CPC Code 

library



SoftwareX – re-publishing static “VoR” – useful? 
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• To facilitate citations and linking to the version described in the paper

• People should cite the version used. Versioning should be done consistently.

+
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Code Ocean capsule available for 20-30% of SoftwareX or CPC papers

Creating additional citation option
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Code / Software summary 

in article header of Original 

Software Publications (OSP)

For less than 0.1% of our 

articles
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Versioning – authors must cite what they use

One version does not replace the other

An accumulated statistic also does not make sense
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https://research-software-directory.org/software/citation-file-format

DOI is changing when selecting different version; also supporting 5 reference manager formats 



Guide for Authors for CPC
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www.scopus.com – search: REF (zenodo)

Zenodo references in reference list (in Scopus)

Tip of the iceberg! We need to do better



My personal take on this ….
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• The academic community needs to reach consensus on how to consistently cite software, and share their 
outcome with Publishers. Publishers will not take the lead.

• Recognition can also come from ORCID and CRediT; not just citations

• Publishers can support the implementation process

• We can better instruct editors and referees what we expect from them

• Consolidated usage logging framework was never finished for article usage (not tried for citations)

• We currently support:
− Data linking (through framework developed by Scholix, DataCite and CrossRef)

− Software references in ref. list

− Original Software Publication (OSP article type) with Code Summary (sharing URL to Code Ocean and/or GitHub)

− Limited search capabilities



Thank you



Several examples of software citations
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Note:
Ref to Kapteyn Package is not 
linked or easily retrievable through 
this reference. 
Google Scholar reports 64 citations 
to this particular reference.

URL (or DOI) in ref list

Reference to ASCL  or 

SoftwareHeritage or CodeOcean (all 

by proxy)

Footnote plus 

paper ref plus 

incomplete web 

reference

Preprint; not 

using article
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https://credit.niso.org/

CRediT – one of 14 contributor roles



Recommendations
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• In designing a way forward: 
Let’s focus on what we can already measure – i.e. collect automatically, using 
articles and existing workflows. You can only expect so much from a 
publisher/indexation service, not a new metric.

• “Both journal editors and reviewers can help with this through more 
active enforcement of mandatory data and code sharing policies.”

(source: Hamilton, D.G., Page, M.J., Finch, S. et al. How often do cancer researchers make their data and code available and what factors are associated with sharing?. BMC Med 20, 
438 (2022). Published November 9, 2022. https://doi.org/10.1186/s12916-022-02644-2 )

https://doi.org/10.1186/s12916-022-02644-2

